
Good morning Kelmarsh,

How are you all? Did you have a lovely weekend? 

Millie had a lovely birthday and actually a lock down birthday wasn’t as 
bad as she had feared. 

We had a lazy late breakfast with scrambled eggs and orange juice and 
then opened her pressies and cards. Next, we made her birthday cake, 
which was a piñata cake and when she cut it open lots of Skittles spilled 
out of it. After that, we made a traditional party spread for lunch with 
tasty Frazzle crisps, triangle ham and cheese sandwiches, chocolate fingers 
and jelly. Yum!

Finally we snuggled on the sofa, watching videos of the girls as babies and 
toddlers. At 8pm we went and banged our pots and pans to thank our 
key-workers before heading for bed. What did you do this weekend? I look 
forward to hearing about it in your Creative Writing book – English lesson 
today. 

Why gorillas have big nostrils?

Because they have big fingers!

Love Mrs Thornely



Welcome to Kelmarsh Online

Kal ee meh a
(Parents/ carers – our language of the 
term is Greek. This is how we say good 
morning when we do the register.)

Flag of Greece



Today’s Timetable Kelmarsh

Lesson 1 Book Talk

Lesson 2 Maths

Break

Lesson 3
Phonics/ Word of the Day

Lesson 4 English

Break/ Lunch

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Science S5

Something different/ 
Counting game

Parents/carers tip: 
this follows our 
typical daily 
timetable

However, you might 
want to start the 
day with …

We are in the 
Thornely house!



Book Talk 

Extract from
What a Waste
by Jess French

Parents/carers tip: the children know what we do in 
book talk. Please go onto the next slide once you 
have read the title and author with the child – text 
for this book is included in the PowerPoint



Book Talk 



Reading Skills Key Stage 1
Week 5

Decoding

Book Talk 

Parents/carers tip: the focus today is the reading skills 
with orange arrows



Word Definition Word class

Pacific The largest ocean in the 
world.

Proper 
noun

garbage Another word for rubbish. Noun

micro Very, very small
Microplastic = small pieces of 
plastic

Prefix 
(letters at 
beginning of root 
word)

diet The food and drink usually 
eaten and drunk by a person 
or animal.
The diet of some sea turtles 
are jellyfish.

noun

Parents, carers,

These are key words 
in the text that the 
children might find 
tricky to read or 
unsure of the 
meaning. I normally 
read the word and 
get the children to 
echo. I then tell 
them the meaning 
and put it in a 
sentence to make it 
sense for them. We 
then talk about the 
word class (right 
hand column)

Book Talk 



Save our seas! Book Talk What a waste – Jess French 
Imagine an island of rubbish in the middle of the ocean. When plastic items get 
washed into the sea, they clump together and form floating rubbish dumps. Plastic 
breaks down so slowly in water that it may never completely disappear. 

Island of rubbish
Rubbish in the oceans is carried by moving water until it forms 
gigantic floating rubbish patches. The biggest of these 
patches is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP), which is in 
the north Pacific Ocean. It is about three times the size of 
France and contains around 1.8 trillion pieces of rubbish. The 
plastic in the GPGP weighs around the same as 500 jumbo jets. 

Microplastics
Plastic in the sea never fully disappears but only breaks down 
into smaller pieces. Pieces of plastic less than 5mm are called 
microplastics. Fish and birds mistake these pieces for food 
and eat them. 

Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch

Sea turtles caught in the 
Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch can end up with 74% 
of their diet made up of 
ocean plastic. 



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

What is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch?

The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is __________
____________________________________?



Using your senses, talk to your 
adult or the screen on what it 
would be like to see a plastic 
rubbish island in the middle of 
the sea. 

What would you see? Smell? 
Hear? Touch?

Imagine if this was what you
saw on a holiday to the beach? 
How would you feel? 

Book Talk 



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

What are microplastics?

Microplastics are ______________________?

Why is microplastics harmful to animals?

Microplastics are harmful to animals because ___ 
____________________?



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

What do you think we should do to stop the  Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch from getting bigger?

To stop the Great Pacific Garbage Patch from 
getting bigger, we could _________________?



Maths
Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our maths 
class

Today’s maths will work best using 
PowerPoint,  in presentation mode as the 
modelling sections have parts of the page 
that will move to help with the modelling.

So please complete maths when you have 
access to a computer rather than using a 
mobile phone. 

Thank you



Warm up:
3 – 5 min of 
NumBots in story 
mode

Maths

Have you lost your log in?

Contact Mrs Withey or the school and I 
will get it to you as soon as I can.

Thanks,

Mrs Thornely



Review: Addition and subtraction trios to 20
Trios for 13



Star words

even

odd

2 times tables

x

factor

product 



Warm up:

Counting forwards in 2s to 100

Use the 100 square if you are not

confident yet.

Count backs in 2s from 24

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? (Part 2) 



© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

0 × 2 = 0
1 × 2 = 2
2 × 2 = 4
3 × 2 = 6
4 × 2 = 8
5 × 2 = 10
6 × 2 = 12
7 × 2 = 14
8 × 2 = 16
9 × 2 = 18
10 × 2 = 20
11 × 2 = 22
12 × 2 = 24

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Become a 2 times table super star! 

Review: You can work out your 2 
times table by counting in 2s.

The 2 times tables is the even
numbers.

Even numbers end with a
0, 2, 4, 6 or 8

Odd numbers end with a 1, 3, 5, 7
or 9

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Practise Read and complete the sentence to the screen or your adult. 

One times two is ____________ Nine times two is ____________

Two times two is ____________ Ten times two is _____________

Three times two is ___________ Eleven times two is ___________

Four times two is ____________ Twelve times two is ___________

Five times two is ____________

Six times two is ____________

Seven times two is ___________

Eight times two is ____________

Click enter for answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Practise Answers 

One times two is ____________ Nine times two is ____________

Two times two is ____________ Ten times two is _____________

Three times two is ___________ Eleven times two is ___________

Four times two is ____________ Twelve times two is ___________

Five times two is ____________

Six times two is ____________

Seven times two is ___________

Eight times two is ____________

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

2 x 0 = 2 x 6 = 2 x 11 =

5 x 2 = 2 x 2 = 3 x 2 =

2 x 8 = 7 x 2 = 5 x 2 =

2 x 12 = 2 x 1 = 4 x 2 =

Practise: Write and complete these facts in your home learning books. Remember, last time we saw 
that 3 x 2 = 2 x 3 …. the factors can be used in either order but the product will be the same. 
Struggling? Look back at Thursday’s lesson. Remember you can use objects or jottings for groupings.
Or use your fingers, 5 x 2 hold up 5 fingers and count up in steps of 2 using your fingers = 10. 
Click enter for answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

2 x 0 = 2 x 6 = 2 x 11 =

5 x 2 = 2 x 2 = 3 x 2 =

2 x 8 = 7 x 2 = 5 x 2 =

2 x 12 = 2 x 1 = 4 x 2 =

Answers

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Apply 
Write a multiplication sentence for this picture and then calculate.
How many pears are there altogether? 

=

Click enter for answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Apply 
Write a multiplication sentence for this picture and then calculate.
How many pears are there altogether? 

=

Answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Challenge Write the full multiplication sentence in your 
home learning book. 
How much is the price for park admission? 

To by 8 tickets:    

To by 12 tickets:

To buy 10 tickets: 

Ticket price
£ 2

=

=

=

Click enter for answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Challenge Write the full multiplication sentence in your 
home learning book. 
How much is the price for park admission? 

To by 8 tickets:    

To by 12 tickets:

To buy 10 tickets: 

Ticket price
£ 2

=

=

=

Answer

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd


© Crown Copyright 2019www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd 2019 pilot

Maths: L.O. Can I learn my two times tables? 

Want more practise? 
http://www.ictgames.com/funkyMummy/index.html

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/masterypd
http://www.ictgames.com/funkyMummy/index.html


Take a break!



Phonics/ 
Word of the Day 

Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our 
Phonics class



Star words

compound words



Meet Captain Compound. He is in charge of 
some very special words.

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 



Look at these pictures. What can you see?

bed room bedroom

foot ball football

Teach: A compound word is made of two separate words. 
The two words are joined together to make a new word.

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 



Can you read these compound words?
Say them to an adult or the screen. 

eyebrow

raindrop

bathroom

bookcase

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 



Practise: Look at these words in each column.

Join each word red word with a green word to make 4 compound words. 

Write them neatly in your home learning book under heading compound words and
draw a small picture to illustrate. 

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 

news

light

tear

air

house

drop

port

paper

Click enter for answer



Look at these words in each column.

Join each word red word with a green word to make 4 compound words. 

Write them neatly in your home learning book under heading compound words and
draw a small picture to illustrate. 

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 

newspaper

lighthouse

teardrop

airport

Answers



1) The animals live in the _____________________.

2)The _____________________ lit up the sky.

3)Hannah writes in her ______________________ .

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 

Practise  Use the words in the box to make compound 
words to complete the sentences. Write the 
sentences neatly in your home learning book. 

farm                fire              yard

note                 works            book                      



A compound word is made of two separate words. The 
two words are joined together to make a new word.

Review: What is a compound word?

Watch, quiz and play BBC Bitesize

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcgv39q/arti
cles/z38t6fr

Phonics/ Spellings: L.O. Can I read and write compound words? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcgv39q/articles/z38t6fr


Word of the day  

Mrs Maloney Mrs Thornely
improve Mrs

I will improve my spellings by practising. 

Mrs Thornely and Mrs Withey are proud of 
us. 



Take a break!



English 



Diary Recount – Your weekend
I would like you to write a diary entry in your creative writing book about what you 
did at the weekend. 

Have a look at the point chart below.  How close to 20 points can you get? Does your 
adult agree?  

English – Writing L.O. Can I write a diary entry? 

What to include in your writing Points

Capital letters and full stops 4 points

And, but, so (conjunctions) 2 points

Because, if, when  (conjunctions) 5 points

- ing suffix (jogging, playing) 2 points

Commas in a list 2 points

Time connectives, 
(First … Next …  Then …. After that … 
After a while …. Later on …. Finally)

3 points

Adjectives 2 points



Take a break!
Have lunch!



Science



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics
/zpxnyrd/articles/z3wpsbk

Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

Review What are the important parts 
of the plant? 

Watch it

Quiz it

Score?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpxnyrd/articles/z3wpsbk


Star words

seeds

water

dark

light

experiment

germinate (start to 
grow)



Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

We’ve been growing things at home.

Millie wanted to find out if cress seeds need light to start
growing.

Do seeds need 
light to start 

growing? 



Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

Millie asked the question to Isla and Mrs Thornely.
This is what they think.
What do you think? Tell and adult or the screen.

I think seeds do 
need light 
because I know 
plants make 
their own food 
from light.

I think that 
seeds do not 
need light to 
start growing 
because we plant 
seeds in the soil 
which is dark ? 



Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

So Millie and Isla decided to do an experiment  (test) to see who was 
right.

They got two dishes and planted two lots of cress seeds

Isla put one dish in the cupboard. Millie put the other dish on the window sill.

They watered both dishes.

A week later what do you think happened? 



Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

One week later

Cupboard. Window sill.

Millie’s investigation shows that cress seeds do NOT need light to start 
growing.
Lots of seeds and bulbs have all the food inside them to help them start 
to grow until the plant can make its own food from sunlight. ‘Starting to 
grow’ is called germination.
Why don’t you try this at home and take some photos? 



Science L.O. Can I use observation to see if seeds and bulbs need light to germinate (start to grow)? 

https://cressinfo.com/growing-cress/

Review

Watch the time lapse of the cress growing

Do seeds need light to start growing? 

Seeds do NOT need light to start growing. 

Lots of seeds and bulbs have all the food inside them to help them 
start to grow until the plant can make its own food from sunlight. 

‘Starting to grow’ is called germination.

https://cressinfo.com/growing-cress/


Something Extra? 

Parent / carer tip: 
This is not part of the curriculum but it might be a fun activity to do 
with the family that will develop the five thinking skills needed for 
learning. (information processing, enquiry, creative, evaluation)

Each day I will plan an activity that supports different learning styles.

Visual Learning

Audtiory Leaning

Tactile Leaning

Kinaesthetic Learning



Counting game– Coin Tossing
What you need: A muffin tin, pencil, paper, coins

What to do: 
1. Cut out circles of paper to fit in the holes of the muffin tin. Give each hole a different 

number,
2. Stand the tin against some books so it stands at an angle.
3. Mark a spot for the players to throw from and let them take it in turns to try to toss a

coin into one of the holes in the muffin tin.
4. Coins that land in a hole score that number of points.

Players add up their own scores and keep a running total.
The first player to reach a score (e.g. 30 or 100) is the winner. 

What type of sentences are these?
statements, exclamations, questions or 
commands? 



PE
Check out Gavin and Jo’s GLK PE and 
Gymnastics Youtube channel 

GLK Academies-
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvg-

J-wytdOdnMSo6xVgHbA?safe=true

Wanting PE daily?
9am PE with Joe Wicks
https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvg-J-wytdOdnMSo6xVgHbA?safe=true
https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv


Stay safe.

I can’t wait to see or hear what you 
have been growing at home!

Love

Mrs Thornely 


